Everyday Objects in Art

Your Goal: Use the clues and pictures to find everyday objects in the artwork! Finally, open up this guide for more creative fun!

What objects have you used in art? **Circle these objects as you find them in the art using the three clues!**

Instead of throwing something away in the trash, artists **reuse** objects to create art. **Use the clues to find the artwork in this gallery!**

**CLUE 1:** This sculpture/painting has a light switch and one more everyday object. What is it and which room can it be found in your house?

**CLUE 2:** This sculpture has a cabinet with a bar of soap inside. **What else is in the cabinet?**

**CLUE 3:** This painting covers an entire wall. What brown objects can you find glued to its surface?
Get Creative!
Use the objects of a lightbulb, switch, and stars to create your own wall like Jim Dine did with his artwork called: Child’s Blue Wall, 1962 from Clue 1

My Artwork Title: